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Net zero by 2050 
 

• For two of Canada’s largest philanthropic foundations, authored a strategy on the relevance and 
capacity for net zero carbon commitments using Science-based Targets for Canadian companies. 
Established a strategy to bring the highest emitting Canadian companies to make net zero 
commitments in line with the plans by COP26 High Level Champions office including distinct plans 
for the energy production, mining and transportation sectors. Consulted with 45 Canadian and 
international stakeholders including among investors, corporations, diplomats, academics, civil 
society and philanthropy. (2020) 

 

• For a federal department of trade, authored an evaluation of the trade promotion strategy for 
companies providing solutions for the zero-carbon and circular economy. Developed a forward-
looking view of demand drivers for solutions to Waste Management, Energy Exploitation and 
Production, Energy Utilization, Power Generation, Agriculture, Transportation and Forestry, 
including dimensions of Climate Finance in ODA-eligible donor markets. (2020) 
 

• For a think tank informing priorities for the Italian G20 Presidency in 2021, authored a paper 
proposing policy priorities for the Green Economy. Established an area of potential focus for G20 
leaders through platforms for decarbonization of key sectors, including power, light-duty 
transport and heavy-emitting sectors such as steel, shipping, aviation and trucking, as well as 
nature-based climate solutions, food and agriculture. (2020) 

 

• For a global business coalition, led the development of the recommendations to G7 leaders and 
the communications strategy to bring forward voluntary decarbonization commitments by the 
private sector as the foundation for greater ambition in the nationally determined contributions 
to the Paris Agreement. Engaged with G7 organizers on behalf of the coalition leading to 
invitations from three heads of government to include companies committing to decarbonization 
in a global high-level meeting. (2019) 

 

• For a global business coalition, led the development of recommendations to G7 energy and 
environment ministers to ensure political support for mandatory disclosure of climate-related 
financial risk. The country in question formally supported the Taskforce on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosure in 2019 through its federal budget. (2018) 
 

• At the request of France’s Ambassador to Canada for French President Emmanuel Macron, 
convened Canadian civil-society leaders at the One Planet Summit, the first in a series of global 
meetings dedicated to determining how those working in public and private finance can innovate 
to support and accelerate investment to fight climate change. (2017) 

 

 


